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With the booming popularity of online social networks like Twitter and Weibo, online user footprints are
accumulating rapidly on the social web. Simultaneously, the question of how to leverage the large-scale
user-generated social media data for personal credit scoring comes into the sight of both researchers and
practitioners. It has also become a topic of great importance and growing interest in the P2P lending industry.
However, compared with traditional financial data, heterogeneous social data presents both opportunities
and challenges for personal credit scoring. In this article, we seek a deep understanding of how to learn users’
credit labels from social data in a comprehensive and efficient way. Particularly, we explore the social-data-
based credit scoring problem under the micro-blogging setting for its open, simple, and real-time nature.
To identify credit-related evidence hidden in social data, we choose to conduct an analytical and empirical
study on a large-scale dataset from Weibo, the largest and most popular tweet-style website in China.
Summarizing results from existing credit scoring literature, we first propose three social-data-based credit
scoring principles as guidelines for in-depth exploration. In addition, we glean six credit-related insights
arising from empirical observations of the testbed dataset. Based on the proposed principles and insights,
we extract prediction features mainly from three categories of users’ social data, including demographics,
tweets, and networks. To harness this broad range of features, we put forward a two-tier stacking and boosting
enhanced ensemble learning framework. Quantitative investigation of the extracted features shows that
online social media data does have good potential in discriminating good credit users from bad. Furthermore,
we perform experiments on the real-world Weibo dataset consisting of more than 7.3 million tweets and
200,000 users whose credit labels are known through our third-party partner. Experimental results show
that (i) our approach achieves a roughly 0.625 AUC value with all the proposed social features as input,
and (ii) our learning algorithm can outperform traditional credit scoring methods by as much as 17% for
social-data-based personal credit scoring.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The blossoming of social networking services has generated an unprecedented amount
of socialmedia data about individuals over time. Business and social insights attainable
from the big social data are immensely valuable for a wide range of applications such as
targeted marketing [Kempe et al. 2003], event detection [Sakaki et al. 2010], and stock
market prediction [Bollen et al. 2011]. Recently, there has been tremendous interest in
harnessing social media data for personal credit scoring, especially with the fast growth
of a new business model called P2P lending [Bachmann et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2016]
in the online world. P2P lending, also known as social lending [Hulme and Wright
2006], or crowdfunding [Gerber and Hui 2013; Mollick 2014], refers to the Internet-
based practice of lending money to unrelated or unfamiliar individuals. Although the
online lending process is extremely efficient and time-saving, accurate credit checking
for online applicants also becomes increasingly urgent for the P2P lending industry’s
development and prosperity.
Unfortunately, even state-of-the-art financial-data-based credit scoring systems are
limited in meeting the huge demands of usable credit evaluations in the P2P lending
industry. Challenges of traditional credit scoring methods for P2P lending industry
mainly come from the following three aspects:
—Data Coverage. According to American Consumer Financial Protection Bureau,1
about 1 in 10 American adults had no credit history (i.e., credit invisible) until 2015.
Due to insufficient credit history, another 8% of American adults only have credit
records that are “unscorable” by widely used credit scoring models, not to mention
those in other less-developed countries. In a word, a large number of consumers are
short of usable credit history.
—Data Timeliness. Unlike social data, financial transactions or credit records are
not generated frequently and may become out-of-date for personal credit evaluation.
If unexpected accidents happen to a given applicant, traditional credit risk man-
agement systems cannot alert lenders in time. Due to slow response to unexpected
credit risks, it is estimated that the number of P2P lending companies in China will
probably drop from 2,000+ to a couple hundred in the next few years.2
—Data Availability. Even for users with sufficient credit records, the small- or micro-
loan oriented P2P lending companies cannot access their credit records or payment
data as freely as traditional financial institutions can (i.e., deposit takers, investors,
and insurers). To make it worse, user survey data usually costs a lot of time and
money to collect and check, which is unaffordable for P2P lending companies.
1http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201505_cfpb_data-point-credit-invisibles.pdf.
2http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-05-26/lufax-ceo-says-ipo-is-probably-a-year-away-amid-
market-tumult.
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Consequently, online user-generated social data becomes an invaluable alternative to
traditional financial data for the P2P lending industry. Thanks to social-data-based
credit scoring, online P2P lending companies are able to increase approval rates and
reduce credit loss with very low cost. Therefore, they are willing to extend credit
to grassroots entrepreneurs or household consumers on reasonable terms, which is
crucially different from traditional banks or loan sharks.
However, heterogeneous social data such as status updates, social interactions, and
the like do not contain explicit credit-related content in most cases [Java et al. 2007;
Hua et al. 2015]. Moreover, social data usually contains lots of irrelevant information
and even noise about users’ credit, thus posing great challenges for traditional credit
scoring models. For instance, signals about users’ credit risk in the social data are
usually quite small and vague. Only after a deep understanding of social data can we
make intelligent use of these small signals for personal credit risk evaluation. It is
with this motivation that we try to study how to predict this extremely implicit user
attribute – credit – by identifying evidence from individuals’ digital footprints within
their social data. To empirically measure the performance of social-data-based personal
credit scoring, we study this problem by employing a carefully preparedWeibo3 dataset
as the testbed. Specifically, the ground-truth credit labels of users in the testbed are
already known from our third-party P2P lending partner.
Summarizing results from traditional credit scoring literature, we propose three
major principles – CAPACITY, CHARACTER, and CONDITIONS – to guide our solution to the
social-data-based credit scoring problem. These three principles are also known as key
factors in building traditional consumer credit scoring systems [Rosenberg and Gleit
1994]. By analyzing themost representative words of good and bad credit users, respec-
tively, we will also show that these three principles can be recognized from social data
to a large extent. To further bridge the gap between social data and users’ credit, we
glean the following six credit-related insights: (i) “economic stability,” (ii) “experienced
employee,” (iii) “well educated,” (iv) “creative poster,” (v) “healthy lifestyle,” and (vi) “pru-
dence and responsibility” (see Section 3 for details), which are inspired by empirical
observations from both good and bad credit users’ social data. Our study shows that
good credit users tend to possess the aptitudes suggested by these insights, which is
very coherent with traditional literature and human intuitions. Based on the proposed
principles and insights for social-data-based personal credit scoring, we explore three
categories of features extracted from online social data – demographic features, tweet
features, and network features – corresponding to the three typical parts of social
data. For each feature category, we study the prediction features with feature evalua-
tion metrics like Pearson correlation and χ2 statistics. Using GBDT [Friedman 2001],
we empirically study the relative feature importance within each feature category and
the predictive performance of each kind of features. We also analyze the results in
detail with the aforementioned principles and insights.
To fully harvest the small signals in social data pertinent to users’ credit, we put
forward a two-tier ensemble learning framework that integrates all these extremely
diverse and weakly credit-correlated social features for credit scoring. In particular,
the proposed framework utilizes both stacking and boosting techniques.4 Experimen-
tal results show that, with all effective features as input, our approach achieves a
prediction accuracy as high as 58.76% and an AUC value of 0.625 on the large-scale
balanced dataset. Although not very high, we should note that even 1% performance
improvement in credit risk prediction often means enormous revenues for the financial
3http://www.weibo.com, also known as Sina Weibo.
4It is worth noting that our previous study [Guo et al. 2016] uses different mining techniques and a different
dataset (Cf. Section 7.2 for details).
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industry in real life [Blochlinger and Leippold 2006; Einav et al. 2013]. After studying
our approach’s performance superiority over baselines, we perform case studies to show
that our approach produces meaningful results and provides very good interpretability
and feasibility. We acknowledge that our work is currently an exploratory study. Sev-
eral limitations exist before we can fully understand the potentials of social-data-based
credit scoring. However, if used properly, our study can provide P2P lending companies
tremendous customer value and competitive advantages. Indeed, part of our work has
already been deployed in the credit scoring system of our third-party P2P lending part-
ner. We believe that it has good potential of being applied as (i) an indicator to trigger
more careful credit checking when official credit records are scant or spotty, and (ii) an
auxiliary variable to be incorporated into traditional credit scoring models.
In summary, the main contributions of this work include the following five points:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formally study the problem of
inferring user credit labels based on such a broad range of social features. Our
investigation is performed on a large-scale dataset from one of the most typical
micro-blogging platforms – Weibo (Section 2).
(2) We propose meaningful principles and insights based on traditional literature and
empirical observations, which further guide the feature extraction process for tack-
ling the social-data-based credit scoring problem (Section 3).
(3) To efficiently integrate the diverse and weakly credit-correlated social features,
we propose a two-tier ensemble learning framework for social-data-based credit
scoring. Our approach makes use of both stacking and boosting techniques for
ensemble learning (Section 4).
(4) We systematically design three groups of low-level features for boosting as well as
high-level features for stacking to capture the latent correlations between social
features and user credit. In addition, we evaluate the effectiveness of these features
with a variety of importance measurements (Section 5).
(5) Comprehensive experiments are performed to evaluate our social-data-based credit
scoring approach armed with both stacking and boosting techniques. The results
show that our approach can be 17% more effective than traditional credit scoring
methods (Section 6).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We present the preliminary
analysis and problem formulation of social-data-based credit scoring in Section 2. We
present the summarized principles and insights for social-data-based credit scoring
in Section 3. We give an overview of our two-tier stacking and boosting enhanced
ensemble learning framework in Section 4. After that, we elaborate on the proposed
three groups of basic prediction features as well as high-level features in Section 5.
Section 6 reports experimental results under different experiment settings. Section 7
details work related to this study. Finally, we draw conclusions and discuss possible
future working directions in Section 8.
2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
In this section, we first present some background and preliminaries of personal credit
scoring and give an overview of the Weibo dataset that will serve as the testbed for
investigation. After that, we formally introduce the social-data-based credit scoring
problem, which is the focus of the remainder of this article.
2.1. Background and Preliminaries
As the name implies, personal credit scoring is targeted at evaluating the credit risk
of individuals who apply for loans from financial institutions. Different from business
loans, personal or consumer loans are often connected with the beneficiary’s personal
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life. After being granted, individuals often spend the money buying products such
as electronics, cars, household items, kids’ gear, and appliances. Although the size of
these consumer loans is often small, considering the large number of personal financial
needs, they are very important for economic growth. For instance, the credit card in-
dustry’s success originates from the huge demands of consumer finance. It is estimated
that “unbanked” consumers will create a $6 trillion consumer debt market globally if
increasing numbers of consumers have convenient access to modern financial services
through the Internet.5 In addition, since the founding of the first P2P lending company,
Zopa, in February 2005, online P2P lending has proved revolutionary in the financial
industry, with transactions taking place totally online. For example, the market scale
of online P2P lending in China alone was 103.6 billion RMB in 2014, estimated to
increase to 2 trillion RMB by 2024.6
Traditional consumer credit scoring methods have been based essentially on inde-
pendent variables from the following categories: (i) transaction data characteristics,
(ii) consumers’ historical financial and credit records, (iii) consumers’ demographic in-
formation, (iv) product characteristics, and (v) consumers’ financial attitudes [Adams
et al. 2007; Agarwal et al. 2009; Vissing-Jorgensen 2011; Karlan and Zinman 2009].
However, online P2P lending companies like LendingClub,7 Kabbage,8 and Renrendai,9
cannot access traditional financial data freely, while traditional personal credit scoring
methods cannot keep pace with the fast development of today’s consumer financial
industry. Recently, social data has begun to be leveraged to alleviate the data short-
age problem of P2P lending companies. As mentioned in Section 1, applying social
data for personal credit scoring becomes increasingly important for PSP lenders. Here,
to glimpse the high heterogeneity and complexity of social data, we elaborate on the
following three categories of social data typically available on social media platforms:
1) User Demographic Attributes. Typical ones include gender, age, education, oc-
cupation, hometown location, and so on. This information is usually self-reported
by users on the social media.
2) User-Generated Content. Included here are the unstructured data generated by
users such as texts (micro-blogs, comments etc.), images, videos, and so forth. Min-
ing is primarily targeted at sentiment polarities, posting time, usage of hashtags,
language styles, N-gram features, and the like.
3) User Social Network. A user’s social network data include relationships of
friends,10 followers and followees, as well as ego-network structures.
In particular, we will explore this problem under the setting of micro-blogging plat-
forms, which are among today’s most popular social networking platforms and cover
all the above-mentioned categories of social data. Without loss of generality, we use the
dataset from Weibo, the most popular micro-blogging and social networking platform
in China, to study the personal credit scoring problem. The ground-truth credit labels
of users are derived from their corresponding financial transaction records, such that a
person is of a “good credit” class, if and only if he or she has never previously defaulted
on any transactions, which is a common practice in financial literature.
As illustrated in Figure 1, unlike Tweeter micro-blogs, Weibo micro-blogs include
plain texts, mentions, hashtags, embedded URLs, and attached images as well as
5http://www.wired.com/2013/01/techs-hot-new-market-the-poor/2/.
6http://www.boaoreview.com/news/2015/0416/674.html.
7https://www.lendingclub.com.
8https://www.kabbage.com.
9https://www.renrendai.com.
10Here we call bi-directional relationships as friends.
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Fig. 1. Screenshots showing micro-blog examples from Weibo and Twitter.
Fig. 2. Distribution comparison between good and bad credit users with respect to (a) Age, (b) Posting time
of tweets, and (c) Number of followers.
emoticons, retweet chains, and videos. In addition, the Weibo profile page is much
more comprehensive than that of Twitter. In genearal, the Weibo profile pages contain
users’ demographic information such as gender, age, location, verification, marital
status, education background, and working experience. In Figure 2, we present some
preliminary comparisons between good and bad credit users in the Weibo dataset. The
three features are from the three categories of social data mentioned earlier. It can be
observed that although the curves of both good and bad credit users show very similar
variation trends, the distributional differences between them are not negligible. In
Figure 3, we show the distribution of users with respect to number of tweets and
number of followees. Both number of tweets and followees per user follow the power-
law distribution, which is in accordance with common statistical properties of the social
network. It is obvious from Figure 3(a) that more than half of the users have less than
2 tweets. Only 116,478 users (54.4%), composed of 109,455 good credit users and 7,023
bad credit ones, havemore than one tweet. It is essential to have enough tweets for each
user before feature extraction. After empirical sensitivity studies, we set the minimum
number of tweets per user to 21. In total, we are left with 28,830 (95.0%) good credit
users and 1,507 (5.0%) bad credit users. In the following studies, we will focus on this
subset of 30,337 users to evaluate our social-data-based credit scoring approach.
2.2. Problem Formulation
Based on the preceding analysis, we formulate the social-data-based personal credit
scoring problem as follows:
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Fig. 3. Distribution of users with respect to number of tweets and number of followees per user.
Given a set of social data associated with an individual uk ∈ U = {ui}ni=1, classify
the person’s credit label yk into one of the two credit risk classes Y = {0,1} (i.e., “good
credit” and “bad credit”). Types of social data include profiles, tweets, and social net-
works. When P2P lending companies evaluate a new customer’s creditworthiness, if
only social data is considered as input, they are facing the same situation as social-
data-based personal credit scoring. Note that it is both impractical and inconvenient
to directly assign credit scores to users in the training data. To better utilize statistical
tools, most previous credit scoring literature formulates it as a binary classification
problem [Thomas et al. 2002]. We follow this convention in our study. The credit scores
can usually be obtained by post-processing probability estimates output by the corre-
sponding binary classifiers.
3. INSIGHTS AND PRINCIPLES FOR SOCIAL-DATA-BASED CREDIT SCORING
In this section, we present the three principles that will serve as guidelines for our
exploration of social-data-based credit scoring. Moreover, we give a detailed and formal
explanation of the six credit prediction-oriented insights that arise from empirical data
investigations.
3.1. Credit Scoring Principles and Insights
Traditionally, credit scoring systems make use of data relating to the 5Cs of credit:
Capacity, Character, Capital and Collateral, and Conditions [Rosenberg and Gleit
1994]. “Capacity” refers to users’ financial capacity to repay the credit; “character”
refers to users’ willingness to repay credit; “capital and collateral” refer to the pos-
sessions or equities from which payment might be made; and “conditions” refers to
the general environment or special conditions applying to the borrowers or the credit
types. The 5Cs are general rules for solving the credit scoring problems in traditional
literature. In our social-data-based setting, although the private information pertain-
ing to “capital and collateral” cannot be discovered from publicly accessible social data,
we will show that the remaining 3Cs (Capacity, Character, and Conditions) can be evi-
denced from social data to a large extent. We summarize them as the three principles
for social-data-based credit scoring as follows:
PRINCIPLE 1 (CAPACITY). Good credit users are more willing to share moments about
their personal lives on the social platforms. Some of these moments suggest that they
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Table I. Our Proposed Principles for Social-data-based Credit
Scoring and Their Corresponding Representative Insights
Principles for Social-data-based Corresponding Representative
Credit Scoring Insights
Capacity
“Economic Stability”
“Experienced Employee”
“Well-Educated”
Character “Creative Poster”
“Prudence and Responsibility”
Conditions “Well-Educated”
“Healthy Lifestyle”
are capable of paying back the credit debt in time. Their economic capacity is usually
very stable for meeting their payments.
PRINCIPLE 2 (CHARACTER). Good credit users are more likely to exhibit characteristics
indicating that they are content contributors rather than consumers on social media.
They also have the characteristics of being prudent and responsible, reflected from their
writing styles and content qualities.
PRINCIPLE 3 (CONDITIONS). Good credit users maintain good mental and physical con-
ditions, ensuring that no external misfortunes like unemployment or ill-health happen
to them in the future. Good health improves one’s ability to repay the credit to at least
some degree.
To harness social data for credit scoring, practitioners in the P2P lending industry
believe that when extending credit, a person’s social standing, online reputation, and/or
professional connections are key factors that should be considered,11 reflecting the
critical “C” of Capacity. From our practical point of view, the Character and Conditions
of an individual can also be inferred from the online social data to some degree using
carefully designed social features. As a whole, these three principles are not only
supported by traditional literature but also evidenced by observations from our testbed.
In total, we glean six insights related to credit scoring through empirical observations
of the Weibo dataset: “economic stability,” “experienced employee,” “well-educated,”
“creative poster,” “healthy lifestyle,” and “prudence and responsibility.”
All the proposed insights can somehow be explained by these three principles. In
Table I, we summarize the relations between the proposed three principles and six
insights. As mentioned before, these six insights are based on empirical observations
from the Weibo dataset, while the proposed principles are obtained from traditional
credit scoring literature. In the following, we elaborate on these social data-driven
insights and show that these insights are supported by the 3Cs of Capacity, Character,
and Conditions.
—Insight “Economic Stability.” Intuitively, good credit users should have a stable in-
come every month, which is the first guarantee for repaying the loan on time. For ex-
ample, they should have stable work prospects for the future. This insight is directly
related to the user’s ability to pay back their credit (i.e., “capacity’)’. On social media,
some people constantly tweet about affairs they encounter at work or mention their
professions in tweets. These kinds of tweets contain lots of interesting hints about
their working “conditions,” indicating where they are employed and what their jobs
are. After empirical studies, we observe that users with more tweets about working
are much more likely to be good credit. We hypothesize that these tweets indirectly
reflect people’s economic stability.
11http://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/the-social-credit-score-separating-the-data-from-the-noise/.
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—Insight “Experienced Employee.” Good credit users tend to work at certain jobs for a
long time, and be expert in certain areas. Normally, individuals employed by a famous
company will have a much more stable monthly income than those making money
from small or unknown enterprises. As a result, the longer the user is employed
by certain companies or organizations, the better creditworthiness he or she has.
Furthermore, experienced employees are very proficient at their work, usually hold
higher positions than ordinary workers, and therefore have better “capacity” for
paying the loan on time. On social media, if we can infer one is a senior worker at a
given company, we can assume that one’s credit risk is very low.
—Insight “Well-Educated.” As a rule of thumb in credit scoring, a good education or a
high academic degree enhance one’s likelihood to keep up with payments. It is widely
accepted in the real world that more education means better reputation, better social
standing, and even better overall performance in life and work. For example, well-
educated individuals are more likely to be prepared for accidents in life, and well-
educated employees have more chances and potentials to be promoted during their
careers. Usually, if we know a given user is well-educated, we can usually predict
that her credit default risk is very low. This insight is simultaneously correlated with
“character,” “capacity,” and “conditions.” Note that we can also indirectly conclude
one’s education level from language style and tweet topics on social media, which are
accurate and convincing in inferring one’s intellectual development.
—Insight “Creative Poster.” Good credit users tend to spend more time posting and like
to share personal affairs with their friends, rather than retweet or tweet about news,
reviews, old sayings or quotes on social media. After empirical comparisons, we find
that good credit users tweet about their everyday lives much more often than do
bad credit ones. They are somewhat creative posters, recording their thoughts and
feelings frequently on social platforms. This phenomenon indicates that good credit
users are having a very positive attitude toward life and work. On the contrary, we
find that a number of bad credit users only treat social media as another channel to
learn about news, express opinions, or post comments. Although some of them are
also active participants in online social activities, they mostly act like retweeters
and commenters. In short, we can infer that (i) good and bad credit credit users
have different “characters” and attitudes in terms of social engagement, and (ii) good
credit users are skilled at the sophisticated functions of social platforms and prefer
to create original posts rather than retweet or comment.
—Insight “Healthy Lifestyle.” The fact that tweets can reveal one’s health status has
been well-recognized in the past few years [Paul and Dredze 2011]. Figure 2(b) shows
the comparison of posting time distribution between good and bad credit users. We
can see that bad credit users tweet more during the early hours, while good credit
users tend to tweet during daylight or evening hours. The posting time distribution
is a strong indicator of online users’ activity intensity over days and nights. It seems
that bad credit users are more likely to stay up very late. In addition, we also observe
that a percentage of bad credit users often talk about suffering from ailments such as
insomnia or flu within their social updates, further implying their bad health status.
Broadly speaking, good physical and mental conditions are the critical “conditions”
of steady performance in life and work. If a severe illness happens, bad health
will immediately deteriorate the borrower’s overall “conditions,” and thereafter the
borrower’s credit risk increases.
—Insight “Prudence and Responsibility.” In addition to the capacity for repaying the
loan, good credit users tend to possess the personality of being prudent and respon-
sible. This kind of user is usually more concerned about the rules of modern society
and therefore performs well in keeping promises and maintaining creditworthiness.
We propose this insight from the intuition that some bad credit users may default
ACM Transactions on the Web, Vol. 10, No. 4, Article 22, Publication date: December 2016.
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Table II. Insights Inferred from Empirical Observations and Corresponding Representative Social Data Features
Insights Synthesised from Corresponding Representative
Empirical Observations Features Extracted from Social Data
Economic Stability Age
Occupation types
Experienced Employee Number of years since the user starts his or her career
Number of companies where the user has worked
Well Educated Education level
Sentiment vocabulary (e.g., vulgar language)
Creative Poster Usage of Emoticons
Average length of retweet chains
Healthy Lifestyle Fraction of tweets published at each hour during the day
Sentiment polarity distribution
Prudence and Responsibility Number of duplicate tweets
Aggregated features of one-hop neighbors’ degree features
simply because they are careless and forget to pay back their debt in time. In this
case, these bad credit users are capable of repayments but are unaware of the de-
fault risk. We think that this personality or “character” can be reflected in the use
of ill-spelled words in their postings, frequent retweets with no comments, and the
like. In addition, we also observe that bad credit users often participate in activities
of App marketing or other kinds of product commercial campaigns that offer prizes
or lucky draws as incentives. Frequent involvement in these activities suggests that
they are fond of small bonuses and try their luck on the Internet. It is probably true
that this personal “character” degrades their credit worthiness.
In Table II, we list the six data-driven insights with their corresponding representa-
tive features, which will be detailed in Section 5. We can see that the features in the
right column clearly support insights in the corresponding left column. In sum, the
proposed principles and insights can serve as good guidelines for feature extraction
for social-data-based credit scoring. In the following, we show some empirical evidence
that supports these principles and insights.
3.2. Empirical Evidence of Principles and Insights
In this subsection, we present some exploratory analyses on the Weibo testbed to
verify the principles and insights just mentioned. Empirical evaluations in Section 5
will further show that features inspired by these proposed principles and insights are
effective in discerning good credit users from bad ones.
The textual content generated by users is very important and useful in understanding
the differences between good and bad credit users. We propose analyzing both good and
bad credit users using their most predictive and representative words. These words can
be identified using various classification models with unigram features as input. To be
specific, these predictive words correspond to the unigram features whose weights
are maximally negative or maximally positive in the learned model. Here, we adopt
Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression as the classifiers since they are suitable for high-
dimensional unigram features. For the sake of fairness between good and bad credit
labels, the classification model is learned from a balanced dataset where the numbers
of good and bad credit users are equal.
Table III shows the most predictive words learned by the multinomial Naive Bayes
model, which has been proved to be very competitive in Twitter user classification [Hong
and Davison 2010]. Based on words like “laughing,” “sleep,” and “car,” we can see that
good credit users like to tweet about what they find and how they feel in their everyday
lives, while the remaining words strongly reflect users’ thoughts and feelings about
what they have finished in the past and plan in the future. These words suggest that
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Table III. Most Predictive Words for Both Good and Bad Credit Users’ Output from Naive
Bayes Model Using the Words of Users as Features
Classes Most Predictive Words
Good Credit laughing, sleep, tomorrow, dear, finally, should, having the guts, hour, car, slightly,
Shanghai, recently, prepare, really, afterwards, at last, future, send etc.
Bad Credit luck, money, sponsor, prize, win, address, participate, come on, from, wish,
recommend, obtain, mood, blogs, free, game, lucky, more, iphone etc.
Table IV. Most Predictive Words for Both Good and Bad Credit Users’ Output from Logistic
Regression Model Using the TF-IDF Features
Classes Most Predictive Words
Good Credit photograph, teacher, eat, husband, reply, street, miui, buddy, log in, have a look,training, XiaoMi, baby, works, mv, camera, Japan, Beijing etc.
Bad Credit address, shake, hello, contact, short message, high way, poker, busy, app, game,expert, rewards, hyperlinks, world cup, forever, fun etc.
they are optimistic about themselves, lead a healthy life both physically and mentally,
and are busy working or planning for the future. On the contrary, bad credit users tend
to participate in online advertising activities, which often provide “lucky” draws like
an “iphone” as incentives for spreading the influence of goods or services, promoting
adoption of Apps, and the like. Another personality trait of bad credit users we can
infer from these words is that they are fond of playing online games. These personality
traits indicate that bad credit users are not economically well-off and are interested
in gaining small bonuses without effort rather than taking systematic actions and
investing time and energy in improving their skills for making money. Observations
from these predictive words consistently support our intuitions on the principles of
CAPABILITY, CHARACTER, and CONDITIONS.
With TF-IDF features as input, we can gain more insights into people’s charac-
teristics from less frequent but informative words in texts. Table IV lists the most
predictive words for good and bad credit users learned from the L1-regularized logistic
regression model, where the input unigram features are weighted using the TF-IDF
strategy. For good credit users, we can find that (i) good credit users often mention
taking “photographs” or filming with “cameras” using fashionable smartphones like
“XiaoMi”; (ii)good credit users tend to participate in “training” programs and may
attempt to gain skills from “teachers”; and (iii) good credit users tend to travel be-
tween metropolises like “Beijing” and “Shanghai” and even go abroad to countries like
“Japan.” These characteristics demonstrate that good credit users are economically
well-off since they have access to high-quality products, training, and travel. They are
also creative posters, sharing their everyday lives on social media. With regard to bad
credit users, we can observe from Table IV that (i) they like to have “fun” playing
“games” like online “poker” that are prevalent on the Internet; and (ii) they use words
indicating that they are active in commercial propaganda to win “rewards” and share
relevant “hyperlinks.” These observations indicate that bad credit users might spend
lots of effort on online games. In a word, we can confirm that good credit and bad credit
users have distinguishable characteristics revealed by the social data, which verifies
the credit scoring principles of CAPABILITY, CHARACTER, and CONDITIONS to some extent.
4. FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
In this section, we present the details of our feature-based two-tier ensemble learn-
ing framework, which is purposed to tackle the personal credit scoring problem using
heterogeneous social data as input. For Tier-1 classifiers, we adopt classification algo-
rithms including Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, and SVM. To implement stack-
ing, a state-of-the-art ensemble learning method [Rokach 2010], Tier-1 classifiers
first build models based on part of the training data and then make predictions on
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Fig. 4. Illustration of our two-tier ensemble learning framework.
the remaining training data to generate high-level features. For Tier-2 classifier, we
adopt the well-known ensemble learning algorithm called Gradient Boosting Decision
Tree (GBDT) [Friedman 2001], which consists of an ensemble of fitted regression trees.
As illustrated in Figure 4, our framework’s pipeline is mainly composed of four steps:
1) Data Preprocessing. For data preprocessing, we remove duplicate tweet records,
tokenize text data, and filter out users with too few tweets. To be specific, we set the
minimum threshold to 21 tweets per user in experimental evaluations. The dataset
of users whose number of tweets is lower than 21 can be exploited for training Tier-
1 classifiers, which further generates high-level features for users with more than
21 tweets. After data preprocessing, we obtain user demographics, tweet data, and
network data for each user from the social data.
2) Low-level Feature Extraction. In this step, we extract features from three
aspects of the data available in our dataset: demographic features, tweet features, and
network features as well as ngram and topic features. As illustrated in Figure 4, low-
level features are used as the input of Tier-1 classifiers for stacking and are also input
for the Tier-2 classifier. How to extract these features and detailed analyses on these
features are elaborated in Section 5.
3) High-level Feature Generation. For some extremely high-dimensional features
like ngrams, it is time-consuming and inefficient to directly feed them to GBDT. To
that end, we propose to first combine high-dimensional features into single high-level
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feature with the stacking technique, which trains Tier-1 classifiers with a sampled
dataset. The predictions of learned Tier-1 classifiers on the rest of training data, such
as predicted labels or estimated probabilities, are used as the high-level features.
Apart from the formally defined ngram features, we also include topic features as well
as low-level features from Step 2 for stacking. The combination algorithms for low-level
features correspond to the Tier-1 classifiers illustrated in Figure 4. Similar to other
ensemble methods, the stacking technique also combines the advantages of different
Tier-1 classifiers to some extent for the final prediction.
4) Ensemble Learning-based Prediction. To integrate different types of features
into a unified credit scoring model, we choose the ensemble learning method GBDT
as the final prediction classifier for its outstanding speed, stability, and accuracy in
performance. In our ensemble learning framework, GBDT is treated as the Tier-2
classifier. GBDT requires no data normalization before training and handles missing
values and nonlinear relationships for high-dimensional data naturally. As mentioned
in Step 3, we use stacking to handle the diversity and heterogeneity of social features,
which is also a type of ensemble learning method. As illustrated in the lower part of
Figure 4, the input of the Tier-2 classifier consists of both low- and high-level features.
GBDT is much more competitive and practical than other ensemble methods like
Random Forest [Breiman 2001] because of its gradient boosting methodology, which
optimizes certain loss functions in an iterative gradient-descent fashion. To be specific,
the loss function of our framework’s GBDT model is logistic loss with L1-regularization
as denoted in Equation (1):
min
w
α‖w‖1 +
n∑
i=1
log(1 + e−yiwT xi ), (1)
where yi represents the credit label of user ui, xi represents the input features of ui, and
‖w‖1 represents the 1-norm of parameter vector w. The L1-regularization term ‖w‖1 in
the loss function can shrink many of the regression coefficients of w to zero and there-
fore perform feature selection implicitly during model construction. Our experimental
results show that L1-regularized logistic loss is the best loss function to use in GBDT
for our social-data-based credit scoring task. After tuning with cross-validations, we
set the parameter α = 1.
5. PREDICTION FEATURES
In this section, we present our proposed prediction features and describe how to extract
them. The set of all low-level features can be divided into demographic features, tweet
features, and network features, which together compose the basic input of our credit
scoring model, while high-level features comprise features based on predictions of Tier-
1 classifiers includingNaive Bayes, Logistic Regression, SVM, andDecision Tree. These
classifiers are trained with appropriate features like unigrams and topic distributions,
as well as low-level features. Table V shows a summary of the social features we use
for credit prediction.
Moreover, we will analyze and study the effectiveness of these features with various
methods. First, we show the comparison of relative feature importance for each feature,
corresponding to the number of times the feature is chosen as the node for splitting
when building the GBDT model. The feature importance values output by GBDT are
often more consistent with the final results. Second, to demonstrate the effectiveness
of these features for credit prediction, we compare our proposed features using feature
evaluation criteria such as Pearson correlation and χ2 statistics. Last, we perform 10-
fold cross-validation on a sampled dataset with 1,500 good and 1,500 bad credit users,
where GBDT is used as the classifier, to show the effectiveness of these features. In
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Fig. 5. Feature importance comparison among groups of features listed in Tables VI, VII, and VIII using
box plots.
this way, we present performance comparisons among the features of each group and
report the comparison results in terms of Precision, Recall, and F1-Score. To evaluate
each feature’s predictive power fairly, we show the prediction results in terms of good
and bad credit users, respectively. As shown in the following figures, the performance
is not very high using only one kind of features as input. We will also show that these
prediction features are in accordance with the proposed insights and principles in
Section 3.
It is worth noting that some features may include a set of related definitions or
lots of dimensions. For the sake of brevity, we only present the results of the most
representative definition or dimension for the corresponding features. This notation
usage applies to all the following feature analysis. As shown in Table I, the proposed
insights and principles are correlated with each other, so we only focus on analyzing
and discussing the relationships between insights and features in the section.
5.1. Demographic Features
Our demographic features are extracted essentially from Weibo user profile pages,
which provide input fields about users’ personal profiles including screen name, gender,
age, location, education background, working experience, interest tags, and registration
time. Compared to Twitter, Weibo offers a much more comprehensive description of
users’ personal profiles. As a result, we can obtain much more precise and fine-grained
demographical features than previous studies.
5.1.1. Feature Definition. We define the representative demographic features based on
the data fields on Weibo as follows:
Screen name: The screen name is a unique identification string for users to represent
themselves on social media. A lot of character patterns and semantic information can
be extracted from screen names. We define screen name features including length of
the screen name, number and proportion of alphabetic characters in the screen name,
number and proportion of numerical characters in the screen name, and number and
proportion of symbol characters in the screen name.
Gender and Age: Normally, users enter their gender information in the profile page.
Because some do not disclose gender online, their gender fields are empty. We define
the gender feature based on self-reported information, which takes trinary values of
{male, female, unknown}. The age data field has much in common with that of gender.
We define the age feature as how old the user is.
Verification: Verification is a community-fostering function provided by the Weibo
platform to verify the identity of users, and this is useful to promote visibility and
attract followers. If one wants to be verified, one has to submit materials about personal
identity or career to Weibo. After Weibo’s approval, a verified title will be placed under
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Table V. Summary of Social-data-based Features for Personal Credit Prediction
Feature Group Feature Descriptions
Demographic features
Length of the screen name
Number and proportion of alphabetic characters in the screen name
Number and proportion of numerical characters in the screen name
Number and proportion of symbol characters in the screen name
Gender and Age of the user
Whether the user’s identity is verified by Weibo or not
Education level of the user
Provinces where the user lives
Number of companies where the user has worked
Number of years since the user starts his or her career
Whether the company the user works in is renowned or not
Number of years and months since the user joined Weibo
Active level of the user
Tweet features
Number and fraction of retweets of a user’s tweets
Number and fraction of retweets with no comments
Average depth of retweet chains
Maximum depth of retweet chains
Depth deviation of retweet chains
Number of emoticons/mentions in users’ tweets
Standard deviation of number of emoticons/mentions in a user’s tweets
Average number of emoticons per tweet
Fraction of tweets that contain emoticons/mentions
Fraction of tweets at each of 24 hours of a day
Number and fraction of tweets whose sentiment polarities are
positive/negative/neutral respectively
Deviation of the sentiment polarity values among users’ tweets
Number of positive/negative sentiment word occurrences in users’ tweets
Fraction of positive/negative sentiment words in users’ tweets
Network features
#followers, number of followers
#friends, number of friends
#friends/#followers, fraction of followers that are also followees
#friends/#followees, fraction of followees that are also followers
#followers/#followees, fraction between number of followers and followees
Aggregated values of a user’s one-hop neighbors’ network features
Betweenness Centrality
PageRank values
High-Level features
Features derived from ngram features using Logistic Regression
Features derived from ngram features using Naive Bayes
Features derived from topic distributions using Logistic Regression
Features derived from topic distributions using Naive Bayes
Features derived from topic distributions using Decision Tree
Features derived from demographic features with different classifiers
Features derived from tweet features with different classifiers
Features derived from network features with different classifiers
the user’s screen name. Because the verification is not uniform in texts, we define
verification feature as whether the user is verified or not.
Education: Only about 10% of the users in the Weibo dataset enter education in-
formation in their profile forms. Users can input education information at all levels.
Because the highest academic institution one has entered is the most important in
predicting education level, we define the education feature as the highest degree users
have achieved. From institution names, rule-based methods can extract the types of
institutions. The possible values that education feature can take include junior high
school, senior high school, polytechnic school, and university.
Location: The current residential location of users is another important input field
on the Weibo profile page. Due to Weibo’s policy, all users fill in the current city and
province they are living in when registering. Locations are nominal attributes of users
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Table VI. Pearson Correlation and χ2 Statistics for Demographic Features
Fid Feature Name Pearson Correlation χ2 Statistics
1 Gender 4.45 × 10−2 14.27∗
2 Age 1.92 × 10−2 16.28∗
3 Verification 5.128 × 10−2 17.02∗
4 Education 4.18 × 10−3 0
5 Location 4.81 × 10−2 16.68∗
6 Occupation 2.244 × 10−2 0.137˜
7 Registration time 6.944× 10−2 39.44∗
8 Active Level 4.770 × 10−2 31.77∗
∗Passes significance test at the confidence level of 95%.
and have no ordering among different values. As a result, we define separate binary
values derived from users’ locations as features. More specifically, experiments show
that the predictive performance of city features is slightly lower than that of province
features, which are much denser. We define the location features from the provinces
users entered.
Occupation: Similar to education, lots of users do not reveal their occupation in-
formation in detail. This kind of feature suffers from data sparsity too. We define
the following three simple features from the working experience users have provided:
number of companies worked in; number of years since the user started her career;
whether the company the user works in is renowned or offers a high salary. In most
cases, company names are informal and vary due to users’ preferences, so we do not
directly use company names as features.
Registration time: This field is automatically generated by Weibo, so every user has
an exact registration time on the profile page. Since Weibo started operations in 2009,
the registration time cannot be older than 2009-01-01. We define features including
the number of years and months since the user joined Weibo.
Active level: We directly adopt Weibo user activity statistics, including the current
active level of the user, the accumulated active days of the user, additional active days
to upgrade active level, and time that has elapsed since the user’s last login.
5.1.2. Analysis and Discussion. In Table VI, we show the statistical comparison between
different demographic features with respect to Pearson correlation and χ2 statistics.
Features from “Screen name” are not included for comparison because there are almost
no differences between good and bad credit users on these features, despite the fact
that a screen name is very personalized for each user. For the remaining features, the
low Pearson correlation values demonstrate that there only exist weak linear depen-
dencies between demographic features and users’ credit labels. However, as shown in
Table VI, most demographic features pass the significance test by χ2 statistics. It is
rather counterintuitive that features like education and occupation fail to pass the
significance test. The reason could most probably be attributable to the severe data
sparsity issues mentioned earlier. For example, the missing value ratios for features
“Age,” “Occupation,” and “Education” are 69.78%, 93.14%, and 89.66%, respectively.
In Figure 5(a), we can see that (i) feature importance distribution is not always
consistent with statistical analysis in Table VI; and (ii) the features “Age” and “Regis-
tration time,” with overall feature importance values as high as 40 and 30, respectively,
exhibit much greater predictive power than the remaining demographic features. In
Figure 6, we present the primary prediction results of these features. Because features
with lots of missing values could not perform very well, we only present the results of
“Verification,” “Location,” “Registration time,” and “Active level” for fairness. Figures in
the first row show the Precision, Recall, and F1-Score values with respect to good credit
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Fig. 6. Prediction results for both good and bad credit users with different features in Table VI as the input.
users, and figures in the second row with respect to bad credit users. Surprisingly, we
can see that the overall performance of these features is comparable, ranging from
0.54 to 0.56. Although the standard deviations are not negligible in Figure 6, the mean
values are well above 0.5. All these phenomena demonstrate that these features are
discriminative in personal credit scoring.
Among the demographic features, “Gender,” “Age,” “Education,” “Occupation,” and
“Active Level” confirm their importance with their strong predictive power in the pre-
ceding effectiveness analysis. For instance, the feature “Age,” with a missing ratio of
69.78%, still has the highest feature importance value in Figure 5(a). The reason may
be that “Age” and “Occupation” reflect users’ working experiences, and senior/older
workers are more likely to be experienced employees. “Location,” whose χ2 statistics
is the highest in Table VI, reflects the economic development imbalance of different
geographic regions. In particular, our primary data analysis also reveals that certain
regions do have a higher frequency of credit fraud. “Registration time” could tell if a
user is an early adopter of new technology like Weibo. Mostly, the early adopters belong
to the intellectuals of society. Although some may still be students or in a low-income
population, we can at least predict that early adopters of new technologies are more
likely to perform well in life and work.
To sum up, these demographic features are well in accord with insights like “Eco-
nomic Stability,” “Experienced Employee,” and “Well-Educated.” The feature “Active
level” is a good indicator of users’ engagement with the Weibo platform and is corre-
lated with insight “Creative Poster.” It is also worth noting that a number of other
demographic features like number of badges awarded by Weibo and number of status
updates, are available on the profile page. But after performing feature evaluations,
they show no discriminative power in credit prediction. Similar to Twitter, Weibo also
offers a short bio field for brief self-introduction, but we find scarce informative profile
information in it since the Weibo profile page already contains adequate demographic
input fields.
5.2. Tweet Features
Aside from demographic data, tweet data are also available on the social platforms.
This kind of data, although not directly related to users’ credit attributes, reflects
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users’ personal preferences and habits very well, which can also predict their financial
behavior to a large extent.
5.2.1. Feature Definition. Under the setting of micro-blogging platforms, we consider the
following features related to social users’ tweets.
Duplicative behavior: There are a few cases in which users post tweets that are al-
most the same as others’ tweets (e.g., those they have previously published or simply
copied from others). Duplicative behavior reflects how creative the user is in generat-
ing content and, to some extent, how careful she is in maintaining a personal image
among friends. We use the SimHash algorithm proposed in Charikar [2002] to identify
duplicative tweets and extract duplicative behavior features, including the number and
fraction of duplicated tweets for each user.
Retweet behavior: Retweet behavior habits reveal a lot about a person’s personality
traits on social platforms.We extract as features the number and fraction of retweets for
each user. We also extract retweet chain features, including the average and maximum
length of retweet chains and the standard deviations of retweet chain length. If the
retweet has no comment, we call this a plain retweet. The above- mentioned retweet
behavior features can be further divided into two cases depending on whether these
retweets are plain retweets or not.
Usage of emoticon andmention: The usage of emoticons and mentions is prevalent on
Weibo. We define features related to emoticon usage as the number of times emoticons
are used in the user’s tweets, the average number of emoticons per tweet, and the
fraction of tweets that contain emoticons. We also extract three similar features for the
use of mentions.
Posting time: The posting time of tweets tells a lot about the author’s characteristics,
and these turn out to be very informative features between users of different credit
classes. We define the fraction of tweets published during each hour of the day as the
posting time feature, which can further be divided into two cases according to whether
the tweets are retweets or not.
Sentiment vocabulary: We observe that the sentiment vocabulary used by a user
serves as a good indicator of a user’s overall sentiment distribution. We first manually
label the sentiment words that are unique to the Weibo dataset and are usually emerg-
ing words in oral language. With additional public sentiment words, we construct a
sentiment vocabulary for feature extraction. Then, we define the following sentiment
vocabulary features: the number of occurrences of positive/negative sentiment words
and the fraction of positive/negative sentiment words in users’ tweets.
Sentiment polarity: Following the methodology proposed in Xiang and Zhou [2014],
we train a sentiment classifier on a Weibo dataset with known sentiment labels. We
then classify the sentiment polarity of tweets into three classes: “positive,” “negative,”
and “neutral.” For each user, we define sentiment polarity features as the fraction of
tweets belonging to each of the three sentiment classes and the standard deviation
values of sentiment polarity among users’ tweets.
5.2.2. Analysis and Discussion. Table VII shows that six of the tweet features, includ-
ing “Retweet chain,” “Plain retweet,” “Emoticon usage,” “Mention usage,” and “Posting
time,” are statistically significant by χ2 test. “Posting time” is especially useful in credit
prediction since the χ2 statistics are noticeably high for all 24 features of this kind.
In Figure 5(b), we see that the importance values of tweet features are comparable.
Although the feature importance of each tweet feature is not high, they collectively
demonstrate good predictive performance, as will be shown in our experiments. In
Figure 7, we show the direct performance comparison among the different tweet fea-
tures with respect to Precision, Recall, and F1-Score. Similar to demographic features,
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Table VII. Pearson Correlation and χ2 Statistics for Behavior Features
Fid Feature Name Pearson Correlation χ2 Statistics
1 Duplicative Behavior 2.740 × 10−2 2.642˜
2 Retweet Chain 9.200× 10−2 53.05∗
3 Plain Retweet 3.374 × 10−2 34.61∗
4 Emoticon Usage 8.637 × 10−2 25.68∗
5 Mention Usage 6.236 × 10−2 28.10∗
6 Posting Time 5.162 × 10−2 61.06∗
7 Senti. Vocab. 4.240 × 10−2 0.380˜
8 Senti. Polarity 9.272 × 10−3 2.268˜
∗Passes significance test at the confidence level of 95%.
Fig. 7. Prediction results for both good and bad credit users with different features in Table VII as the input.
all tweet features show some predictive power for both credit labels. We can confidently
say that these features are predictive of credit worthiness to some extent.
To be specific, “Duplicative behavior” is more prevalent among users who viewWeibo
as an advertising platform for their products or services. This feature also reflects users’
caution about their reputation since repetitive postings may annoy others. Therefore,
“Duplicative behavior” features correlate with the insight “Economic Stability” and
“Prudence and Responsibility” to some extent. The features of “Retweet chain” reflect a
user’s social connections with others to some extent, while the “Plain retweet” feature
indicates a user’s creative level when propagating online events and topics. The retweet
behavior is coherent with the insight “Creative Poster.”
The “Posting time” features reveal interesting behavioral differences between good
and bad credit users – bad credit users tend to post status updates late at night
(i.e., from 00:00 AM to 7:00 AM), while good credit users’ posting time distribution
conforms more to normal hours, as shown in Figure 2(b). These late night postings are
probably due to a habitual nightlife, insomnia, or an unhealthy lifestyle, which may
hurt the creditworthiness of the corresponding user in the long term. This phenomenon
can be well explained by the insight “Healthy Lifestyle.” “Emoticon usage” features
reflect users’ proficiency at social media expressions as well as their personal mood
variations, while “Mention usage” features indicate their affection for the “mention”
function on social media. Both kinds of tweet features reflect the insight “Creative
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Poster.” The sentiment features capture users’ overall sentiment polarity and mental
stability, corresponding to the insight “Prudence and Responsibility.” For example, a
prudent and responsible person seldomuses vulgar language to express bad sentiments
like anger on social media.
In this study, we also tested more than 20 other kinds of tweet features, such as
badge-related tweets, usage of punctuation and symbols, and the like, but results show
that these features are not discriminative between good and bad credit users. We omit
the discussion of these features for brevity.
5.3. Network Features
Compared to traditional financial data, online social network data directly reflect users’
social status. OnWeibo, the profile page provides basic statistics of users’ social connec-
tions, including number of followers, number of followees, and number of friends. The
social network structure is another unique information source on social platforms. Al-
though we cannot access the whole social network of Weibo users, we can obtain a given
user’s one-hop network structure after her authorization. We call this one-hop network
structure the ego-networkof a given user. We denote the total set of ego-networks of
users by G = {Gi = (Vi, Ei)}ni=1, where n is the number of users.
5.3.1. Feature Definitions. Degree features: The degree of users in social network is the
basic measurement of one’s popularity and gregariousness. We define degree features
based on the basic statistics of a given user ui as follows: # of followers (i.e., the number
of followers); # of followees (i.e., the number of followees); # of friends (i.e., the number of
friends); # of friends/# of followers (i.e., the fraction of followers who are also followees);
# of friends/# of followees (i.e., the fraction of followees who are also followers); and # of
followers/# of followees (i.e., the ratio between the number of followers and followees).
Ego-network aggregated features: The ego-network Gi of ui is another important
data source for network features. For ui ’s one-hop neighbors Vi ∈ Gi, we can also obtain
the basic degree features of them from Weibo’s open API. The ego-network aggregated
features of ui can be obtained by computing themean and variance of the corresponding
degree feature values of users in Vi. It is worth noting that we can obtain three sets
of aggregated ego-network features if we consider ui ’s connections, such as followers,
followees, and their combination, separately.
Network centrality features: Based on the ego-network structure, we also introduce
network centrality features like “PageRank” and “Betweenness Centrality” of users.
Both measurements compute the centrality and importance of nodes using more so-
phisticated algorithms. These features usually present more comprehensive and pre-
cise measurements than degree features for users’ social status in the social network.
PageRank is a variant of the Eigenvector centrality of networks, and Betweenness
Centrality value of u can be computed by Equation (2):
CB(u) =
∑
s =u=t
σst(u)
σst
, (2)
where σst is the number of shortest paths from node s to t and σst(u) is the total number
of those paths that pass through node u. As mentioned earlier, we do not have access to
the whole social network of Weibo. To compute betweenness and pagerank values, we
run the corresponding algorithms on a connected network constructed from the total
ego-networks of all 200,000 users. Details about how to obtain ego-networks will be
presented in Section 6.1.
5.3.2. Analysis and Discussion. Table VIII and Figure 5(c) present the effectiveness anal-
ysis of network features with respect to Pearson correlation, χ2 statistics, and feature
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Table VIII. Pearson Correlation and χ2 Statistics for Network Features
Fid Feature Name Pearson Correlation χ2 Statistics
1 Degree Features 4.651× 10−2 23.62∗
2 Aggregated Features 2.961 × 10−2 3.844
3 Centrality Features 2.237 × 10−2 3.658
∗Passes significance test at the confidence level of 95%.
Fig. 8. Prediction results for both good and bad credit users with different features in Table VIII as input.
relative importance. Among the network features, only degree features such as # of fol-
lowers and # of followees pass significance test, suggesting the weak linear dependence
between network features and users’ credit labels. But feature importance comparisons
in Figure 5(c) show that aggregated features and centrality features are much more
important for credit prediction than are degree features. These observations show that
all three kinds of network features are informative in personal credit scoring, but they
work in different ways. We can also say that ego-network aggregated features circum-
vent the obstacle of missing a complete network and capture the overall social status
of users to a large extent.
In Figure 8, we present the prediction results of these three kinds of network
features on the balanced dataset mentioned earlier. To our surprise, network feature
performance is very similar to that of tweet features: Although the values of standard
deviation are not negligible, different kinds of network features produce comparable
results and have a slightly higher performance for good credit users in terms of Recall.
In regard to F1-Score, network features also consistently perform better in predicting
good credit users. We believe that this phenomenon is a result of the volatile and
dynamic nature of the personal credit scoring problem, which is extremely hard to
predict for most real-world users.
As noted earlier, features including “# of followers,” “# of followees,” and “Network
centrality” have very good predictive power, which is coherent with our intuition that
they measure users’ social status. People with high social status are usually expert
at something and can attract followers on social media. In addition, people with good
reputations usually act with “Prudence and Responsibility” in the online world. We
can reckon with high confidence that they have the “Character,” “Capacity,” and “Con-
ditions” to repay loans on time.
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5.4. High-Level Features
In this subsection, we present the set of high-level features that will implement the
stacking strategy. The main procedure of stacking includes three steps: (i) sample
a subset of the training data,12 (ii) train a classifier on the sampled dataset, and
(iii) apply the classifier to the remaining training data to make predictions that are the
corresponding high-level features for our final predictions. It is widely accepted that
high-level features help improve algorithms’ generalization performance by manipu-
lating input features. In this study, we propose three sets of high-level features derived
from ngram features and topic distributions, as well as the low-level features proposed
in the previous subsections.
5.4.1. Feature Definition. The details of the proposed high-level features are as follows:
Features derived from unigram features: To exploit user characteristics embedded in
textual contents, we derive high-level features from unigram features by applying a
multinomial Naive Bayes algorithm to them. We first use a subset of the training data
to train a Naive Bayes model, then apply this model to the rest of the training data to
predict the credit class probabilities of the remaining users. Finally, we normalize the
credit class probability values to “good” or “bad” for each user. In addition, we also derive
high-level features from unigram features weighted with the TF-IDF strategy, which
favors less frequent words. To use TF-IDF features as input for generating high-level
features, we adopt L1-regularized logistic regression as the classifier. The prediction
output of the logistic regression model is already normalized and can directly serve as
the high-level features for stacking.
Features derived from topic distributions: Topic distributions exhibited from users’
tweets are an important part of user-generated content. We use the Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003] model to extract users’ topic distributions. Disap-
pointedly, for the Weibo dataset in our testbed, directly applying the LDA model to
extract topic distributions leads to no discriminative power. We propose to first train
an LDAmodel on another reference corpus composed of more comprehensive and high-
quality Weibo tweets. To that end, we first identify 132,846 users, each with more than
10,000 followers and over 1,000 tweets, and then aggregate each user’s tweets into one
document. To infer LDA topics from the large Weibo corpus, we use the Gibbs sampling
algorithm [Griffiths and Steyvers 2004]. For the LDA model, the number of topics T =
200, parameter α = 0.01, parameter β = 0.25, and number of iterations = 500. After
obtaining the LDA model, we can estimate the topic distributions i = {θi j}Tj=1 of user
Ui in our testbed by:
θi j =
α +∑i∈Unewi nij∑T
j=1 (α +
∑
i∈Unewi nij)
, (3)
whereUnewi denotes the set of words in new userUi ’s tweets and nij denotes the number
of times topic j is assigned to word i in the previously learned LDA model. After we
infer the topic distributions i for each user ui, we can apply classifiers such as SVM
and Logistic Regression to a sampled datset with  as input. As mentioned earlier,
predictions of classifiers on the remaining the training data are used as the high-level
features for credit prediction.
Features derived from low-level features: Similar to ngram features, we also propose
to extract high-level features by applying a learning algorithm to different sets of the
low-level features defined earlier, including demographic features, tweet features, and
network features. Differing from high-dimensional ngram features, a bunch of simple
12Also known as bootstrapped samples in stacking.
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supervised learning algorithms such as Logistic Regression, SVM, and Decision Trees
can be used to generate high-level features from these low-level features. In this way,
we can derive a number of high-level features from low-level features. These high-level
features can further distill hidden evidence in the social data.
For features derived from unigram features, we find that the χ2 statistics can be
as large as 25.76, which pass the significance test. Similar results can be expected
for features derived from topic distributions. For features derived from low-level fea-
tures, these features are already shown to be effective for credit prediction, so we omit
a detailed analyses of them. When evaluating the effectiveness of our approach ex-
perimentally, we will demonstrate the performance improvement of these high-level
features both qualitatively and quantitatively.
6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, after formally introducing the Weibo dataset for experiments, we eval-
uate the effectiveness, efficiency, and robustness of our ensemble learning framework
for social-data-based personal credit scoring. First, we verify if the ensemble of three
categories of low-level features as well as high-level features would improve the overall
performance. Second, we compare our Tier-2 classifier GBDT with other state-of-the-
art credit scoring algorithms for credit prediction. Third, we evaluate the sensitivity
and robustness of our approach. Fourth, we perform empirical case studies to further
validate the interpretability of our proposed approach. Last, some limitations of this
current study are discussed for clarity and technical soundness. All experiments are
performed on a 2.00GHz× 12 Core CPU, 128GB RAM Standard Server (Windows).
6.1. Weibo DataSet
In this subsection, we first briefly introduce the Weibo platform and data collection
methods used to acquire the Weibo dataset, which will serve as the testbed for social-
data-based credit scoring. After that, some statistical descriptions of the dataset are
presented in detail.
6.1.1. Data Collection. Weibo, themost popular tweet-style social platform inChina, has
about 600 million registered users as of 2015, among which 76.6 million users are daily
active users. It is also reported that 2.8 billion tweets are posted on it each month.13 In
practice, Weibo users’ online tweets are publicly available by nature. For example, on
the Weibo platform, anyone can access another person’s tweet data even if she is not a
friend of the corresponding user. The Weibo Open APIs allow us to access and analyze
a given user’s Weibo data after we are granted privileges by the corresponding user.
Generally speaking, Weibo is a very comprehensive, open, and suitable information
source for social-data-based credit scoring evaluation.
Specifically, all users in the Weibo dataset have authorized our financial partner
to collect their self-disclosed demographics, tweet data, and social networks, which is
a common prerequisite to make loans from P2P lending companies. In addition, all
identities of these users are anonymized to protect their privacy during our study. In
this way, no privacy breaches allow us to study these users’ credit risk based on Weibo
data. In total, we obtained more than 200,000 users’ Weibo data, whose credit labels
are already known from our partner’s internal data. For the 200,000 users U = {ui}ni=1,
most of them are not friends with each other (i.e., not one-hop neighbors in the social
network). To make it more difficult, it is impossible for us to download the entire
social network due to Weibo’s data policy. Fortunately, it is easy to obtain the one-hop
relationships of a given user ui, which can construct the core social network of that
13http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/weibo-user-statistics.
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Table IX. Statistics of Weibo Dataset
Used for Performance Evaluation
Description Value
# of good credit users 28,830
# of bad credit users 1,507
# of Tweets 6,852,362
# of Tweets by good credit users 6,575,607
# of Tweets by bad credit users 276,755
Total # of words 12,301,485
Size of vocabulary 694,191
Threshold of # of tweets per user 21
user. Therefore, we crawled the ego-network Gi of ui, which contains all the one-hop
connections Ei with respect to ui and all the neighbor nodes Vi connected to ui. We
denote the total subgraph set by G = {Gi = (Vi, Ei)}ni=1. It is worth noting that if we
have the privilege to access one’s Weibo data, Weibo allows us to crawl that user’s
one-hop neighbors’ basic information (e.g., number of tweets, number of friends, etc.).
6.1.2. Data Description. The Weibo dataset we use contains 7,331,334 tweets, among
which 1,912,481 (26.1%) are retweets. The average number of embedded URLs per
tweet is 0.184. After removing 4,055 (0.055%) tweets containing only URLs, 7,327,279
tweets are left. 799,835 (11.4%) tweets out of the total contain only mentions or emoti-
cons, with 46,326 (5.8%) containing only mentions and 13,891 (1.7%) containing only
emoticons. In total, there are 505,849 different kinds of mentions in the tweets, among
which 446,660 (88.3%) have a frequency lower than 5; there are 8,370 different kinds
of emoticons in the tweets, among which 6,262 (74.8%) have a frequency lower than 5.
The average number of mentions per tweet is 0.234; the average number of emoticons
per tweet is 0.4001; and the average number of hashtags per tweet is 0.077. If we
remove words with frequency less than 5, 198,935 (28.7%) words are left, while the
total number of words in the vocabulary is 694,191.
As described in Section 2.1, a large number of users only post a few tweets on
Weibo, but a sufficient number of tweets per user is essential. In the following, we only
consider users whose number of tweets is greater than 21 for performance evaluations,
which includes 28,830 (95.0%) good credit users and 1,507 (5.0%) bad credit users. For
users with tweet numbers between 5 and 20, their datasets are used for training the
Tier-1 classifiers. Note that we remove stop words and punctuation from tweets before
feature extraction, andwe only remove words with frequency less than 5when applying
topic model methods for feature extraction. Detailed statistics after data cleaning and
filtering are presented in Table IX.
6.2. Experiment Setup
6.2.1. Evaluation Metrics. To show the effectiveness of the proposed feature sets, we
adopt performance evaluation metrics including Precision, Recall, F1-Score, Accuracy,
and AUC (Area under the ROCCurve) [Bradley 1997]. To further evaluate ourmethod’s
performance under the class imbalance setting, we employ themeasurementMatthews
Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [Matthews 1975], which takes into account both true
and false positives and true and false negatives. Similar to other correlation coeffi-
cients, MCC ranges from -1 to 1, with 1 representing a perfect prediction and -1 a total
disagreement. In addition, we also plot ROC curves and Precision-Recall curves to intu-
itively compare the predictive performance between implementations and algorithms.
When comparing our approach with baselines for credit scoring, we use the same set of
evaluation metrics. It is worth mentioning that traditional credit scoring studies usu-
ally focus on improving prediction accuracy, which is usually evaluated on balanced
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datasets. The adopted evaluation metrics give a more systematic investigation of the
credit scoring problem.
6.2.2. Comparison Methodology. To validate the effectiveness of different feature sets,
we compare the performance of different experimental settings instantiated by dif-
ferent feature set combinations. For brevity, demographic features, tweet features,
network features, and high-level features are abbreviated as DF, TF, NF, and HF,
respectively. We also demonstrate the superiority of the Tier-2 learning algorithm
GBDT through comparison with other classification algorithms, including Random
Forest (RF), Bagging methods (BAG), Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression with L1-
regularization (LR), and SVM with linear kernel (SVM). For RF, BAG, and NB, we use
implementations from WEKA [Hall et al. 2009]. For LR, we use the implementation
from the package Liblinear,14 and SVM from LibSVM.15 Settings and parameters of
these baseline algorithms are tuned with grid search in our experiments. For GBDT,
we use the implementation from package XGBoost.16 After parameter selection, we set
the learning rate η as 0.1, the maximum tree depth as 3, the number of estimators as
25, and the minimum number of instances for each node as 10 to avoid overfitting. The
remaining parameters in the GBDT model are set to default values.
Note that the traditional credit scoring literature has used the above-mentioned
machine learning algorithms extensively [Hand and Henley 1997; Crook et al. 2007].
In the selected state-of-the-art baseline algorithms, LR, SVM, and RF have been em-
ployed as the main methodology in previous credit scoring studies of Wiginton [1980];
Schebesch and Stecking [2005], and Harris [2013], respectively. Because the dataset is
large-scale, only a linear kernel is chosen for baseline SVM. By default, we repeat credit
prediction experiments in 10 rounds of 10-fold cross-validation. Usually, we report the
average performance ± a standard deviation of the 10 rounds of executions.
6.3. Performance Comparison with Different Instantiations
In our testbed dataset, the number of bad credit users is significantly smaller than that
of good credit ones. To empirically evaluate our approach’s performance with respect to
decision threshold-sensitive measurements like Precision, Recall, F1-Score, Accuracy,
andMCC, we have to deal with the data imbalance issue first. To that end, we first sam-
ple 1,500 bad credit users and 1,500 good credit users randomly to construct a balanced
dataset. We can then reasonably evaluate our framework’s performance with respect
to decision threshold-sensitive measurements. For evaluations under the imbalanced
setting, we use all the users in our dataset since it represents the real-world case in
social-data-based credit scoring. In the following, we will report the performance eval-
uation results under both the balanced and imbalanced settings. To be more specific,
we analyze the performance of low-level and high-level features separately since they
are generated in different ways.
6.3.1. Evaluation Under the Balanced Setting. Table X presents the performance of differ-
ent low-level feature set combinations with respect to Precision, Recall, and F1-Score
on the balanced dataset. We can see that different feature combinations have different
predictive advantages with respect to different performancemeasurements. Table XI(a)
shows the performance comparison with respect to Accuracy and AUC under the bal-
anced setting. The instantiation with all low-level features as input (i.e., DF+TF+NF)
outperforms all other baselines in terms of Accuracy and AUC. Other observations are
as follows: (i) tweet features and behavior features are more predictive than network
14http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/liblinear/.
15https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/cjlin/libsvm/.
16https://github.com/tqchen/xgboost/.
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Table X. Performance Comparison with Different Instantiations of Our Approach with Respect to Precision,
Recall, and F1-Score on the Balanced Dataset
Good Credit Bad Credit
Method Prec. Recall F1-Score Prec. Recall F1-Score
DF 0.5818±0.0043 0.5002±0.0063 0.5370±0.0035 0.5606±0.0025 0.6346±0.0065 0.5955±0.0052
TF 0.5603±0.0031 0.6047±0.0092 0.5804±0.0051 0.5731±0.0044 0.5298±0.0042 0.5503±0.0080
NF 0.5354±0.0080 0.5204±0.0138 0.5204±0.0056 0.5296±0.0026 0.5484±0.0086 0.5379±0.0072
DF+TF 0.5808±0.0047 0.6175±0.0076 0.5979±0.0037 0.5899±0.0036 0.5521±0.0086 0.5671±0.0064
DF+NF 0.5647±0.0055 0.5403±0.0084 0.5527±0.0065 0.5592±0.0047 0.5876±0.0076 0.5740±0.0059
TF+NF 0.5690±0.0049 0.5949±0.0098 0.5794±0.0060 0.5768±0.0043 0.5494±0.0079 0.5599±0.0068
DF+TF+NF 0.5828±0.0040 0.6113±0.0069 0.5961±0.0055 0.5920±0.0050 0.5626±0.0091 0.5757±0.0058
Table XI. Overall Performance Comparison with Different Instantiations of Our Approach with Respect to
Accuracy, AUC, and MCC Under Both Balanced and Imbalanced Settings
(a) Balanced Setting
Overall
Method Accuracy AUC
DF 0.5677±0.0040 0.5880±0.0031
TF 0.5637±0.0062 0.5882±0.0025
NF 0.5317±0.0067 0.5520±0.0050
DF+TF 0.5798±0.0044 0.6125±0.0041
DF+NF 0.5650±0.0040 0.5896±0.0030
TF+NF 0.5758±0.0029 0.6038±0.0020
DF+TF+NF 0.5856±0.0029 0.6203±0.0042
(b) Imbalanced Setting
Overall
Method AUC MCC
DF 0.5752±0.0036 0.0452±0.0032
TF 0.5886±0.0042 0.0552±0.0034
NF 0.5733±0.0039 0.0430±0.0028
DF+TF 0.5995±0.0033 0.0676±0.0029
DF+NF 0.5989±0.0020 0.0616±0.0027
TF+NF 0.6107±0.0034 0.0668±0.0046
DF+TF+NF 0.6166±0.0041 0.0736±0.0024
features; (ii) the progressive integration of DF, TF, and NF shows a tendency of di-
minishing return to some extent (e.g., the Accuracy improvements from method DF to
DF+TF, and DF+TF to DF+TF+NF are 0.121, and 0.058, respectively; (iii) the results
also show that combining DF, TF, and NF can achieve the best performance for credit
prediction (e.g., DF+TF+NF outperforms DF, TF, and NF methods by 3.16%, 3.89%,
and 10.14%, respectively, in terms of Accuracy); and (iv) according to feature impor-
tance values returned by instantiation of DF+TF+NF, the most important features
include “Age” and “Registration time” from demographic features and “Posting time”
and “Sentiment polarity” from tweet features, which is consistent with the feature
analysis in Section 5.
6.3.2. Evaluation Under the Imbalanced Setting. To further evaluate the predictive per-
formance of our approach, we present a comparison of different instantiations of our
framework on imbalanced datasets. To this end, we construct an imbalanced dataset
using all 1,507 bad credit users and 28,830 good credits users. Similar to the balanced
setting, 10-fold cross-validation is performed to evaluate the overall performance of
different instantiations. When sampling the test dataset, the original imbalance ratio
is maintained. For training data, we oversample the positive (minority) class samples
(i.e., bad credit users), which is a simplified procedure of SMOTE [Chawla et al. 2002].
Because the imbalance ratio is rather significant in our case, evaluation metrics like
Precision, Recall, and Accuracy are not suitable for comparison. Instead, AUC and
MCC values of different instantiations of our framework are reported in Table XI(b). It
can be seen that (i) among the single feature sets, the best prediction result is achieved
by tweet features, which is slightly different from the results under the balanced set-
ting; (ii) the best performance is also achieved when three sets of features are all
integrated in terms of both AUC and MCC measurements; and (iii) performance mea-
surement MCC presents similar experimental results to that of AUC, further verifying
that DF+TF+NF’s performance is the best.
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Table XII. Performance Comparison Among Instantiations when Considering High-level Features with Respect to
Precision, Recall, and F1-Score on the Balanced Dataset
Good Credit Bad Credit
Method Prec. Recall F1-Score Prec. Recall F1-Score
LF 0.5828±0.0040 0.6113±0.0069 0.5961±0.0055 0.5920±0.0050 0.5626±0.0091 0.5757±0.0058
HF 0.5568±0.0046 0.5622±0.0086 0.5559±0.0059 0.5600±0.0042 0.5562±0.0062 0.5538±0.0060
LF+HF 0.5901±0.0059 0.6102±0.0069 0.5966±0.0051 0.5991±0.0058 0.5672±0.0058 0.5851±0.0047
Table XIII. Overall Performance Comparison Among Instantiations when Considering High-level Features
with Respect to Accuracy, AUC, and MCC
(a) Balanced Setting
Overall
Method Accuracy AUC
LF 0.5856±0.0029 0.6203±0.0042
HF 0.5582±0.0057 0.5765±0.0035
LF+HF 0.5876±0.0037 0.6251±0.0072
(b) Imbalanced Setting
Overall
Method AUC MCC
LF 0.6166±0.0041 0.0736±0.0024
HF 0.6268±0.0028 0.0845±0.0018
LF+HF 0.6375±0.0016 0.0900±0.0017
6.3.3. Effects of High-level Features. In the previous evaluations, we only take the low-
level features into account. In this subsection, we present the effectiveness evaluation
of High-level Features (HF) for credit scoring. The high-level features are generated
using the low-level features of those users whose number of tweets is between 5 and
20 (i.e., the Tier-1 classifiers’ input data). For convenience of notation, we denote the
instantiation DF+TF+NF by LF (i.e., Low-level Features).
Table XII shows the performance comparison with respect to Precision, Recall, and
F1-Score among instantiations after taking high-level features into consideration. As
we can see, HF+LF outperforms LF in terms of all evaluation measurements except
Recall for good credit class. In Table XIII, we further show the overall performance
comparison among LF, HF, and LF+HFwith respect to Accuracy, AUC, andMCC. Since
MCC is more suitable for imbalanced dataset evaluations and Accuracy for balanced
dataset evaluations, we use different measurements for different dataset settings in
Table XIII. In Table XIII(a), we can see that LF+HF performs better than LF with
respect to both Accuracy and AUC under the balanced setting. In Table XIII(b), similar
results can be observed in terms of AUC and MCC under the imbalanced setting.
Statistical t-test shows that all the performance improvements pass the significance
test at a confidence level of 95%. Moreover, the ROC and Precision-Recall curves in
Figure 9 show that LF+HF clearly outperforms the baselines, which is coherent with
the results in Table XIII. In a word, all these results confirm that it is very effective to
take HF into consideration.
Although our work aims to distill informative and discriminative evidence from
social data for credit scoring, there can be many factors leading to loan default that
are not covered by social data. It is reasonable that the overall performance of social-
data-based credit scoring is not very high with these weakly credit-correlated and even
noisy social features as input. Despite the fact that our approach’s overall AUC value
in Table XIII(a) is only 0.625 under the balanced setting, we will show in the case
study section that social-data-based credit scoring can be very powerful in terms of
interpretability and feasibility.
6.4. Performance Comparison of Learning Algorithms
6.4.1. Effectiveness Evaluation. Table XIV shows the performance comparison among
GBDT, RF, BAG, NB, LR, and SVM when they serve as the Tier-2 classifier in our
framework. All experiments are evaluated on the balanced dataset with LF+HF as
input. The results show that GBDT outperforms all baselines significantly in terms of
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Fig. 9. ROC and Precision-Recall curve comparison of different instantiations of our credit model when
considering high-level features.
Table XIV. Performance Comparison Between Different Supervised Learning Algorithms
on the Balanced Dataset
Algorithm F1-Score (Bad) F1-Score (Good) Accuracy AUC Time
GBDT 0.5966±0.0051 0.5851±0.0047 0.5876±0.0037 0.6251±0.0072 270s
RF 0.5932±0.0025 0.5333±0.0018 0.5653±0.0018 0.6028±0.0024 345s
BAG 0.5824±0.0019 0.5659±0.0025 0.5743±0.0026 0.6057±0.0023 14341s
NB 0.3502±0.0057 0.6441±0.028 0.5402±0.0021 0.5857±0.0027 313s
LR 0.5636±0.0045 0.5665±0.0020 0.5650±0.0033 0.5651±0.0033 1432s
SVM 0.5028±0.0226 0.5593±0.0121 0.5338±0.0025 0.5341±0.0027 41755s
Fig. 10. ROC and Precision-Recall curves of different learning algorithms with LF+HF as input.
F1-Score (Bad), AUC, and Accuracy, demonstrating its superior performance for credit
scoring as the final classifier. In addition, a statistical t-test shows that the performance
differences between GBDT and baselines are significant at the confidence level of 95%.
The only exception is NB with respect to F1-Score (Good), but its performance for bad
credit users is extremely low. Although the famous SVM method is enhanced with a
linear kernel, we can see that GBDT outperforms SVM by 0.0538 (10%) in terms of
Accuracy and by 0.091 (17%) in terms of AUC. Figure 10 shows that similar results
can be obtained in terms of the ROC and Precision-Recall curves, respectively.
Among the baselines, ensemble methods RF and BAG display considerably bet-
ter performance than single-model methods such as NB and LR. We can draw the
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Fig. 11. Robustness of our credit model against varied minimum # of tweets per user.
conclusion that ensemble methods are particularly suitable for learning credit models
from a large number of weakly credit-correlated features, which is exactly the situation
of our problem. We can also observe that both SVM and LR show extremely low per-
formance. This could be because LR and SVM both require input features to be strong
variables and are sensitive to noisy features and/or missing values, rendering them
unfit for social-data-based credit scoring. In sum, our ensemble learning framework
combining both stacking and boosting strategies is reasonably effective in capturing
the small signals hidden in social data.
6.4.2. Efficiency Evaluation. In last column of Table XIV, we report the running time of
different learning algorithms. Despite GBDT’s outstanding predictive performance, we
can see that GBDT is alsomuchmore efficient than baseline algorithms. In addition, we
note that GBDT is very suitable for parallel implementation, making it very suitable for
extremely large-scale social-data-based credit scoring. The BAG algorithm’s running
time is considerably large because its best performance is achieved when the iteration
step is 50 and the percentage of sampled data is 0.8. Even with 20 iterations, the BAG
algorithm still takes longer (5112s) than GBDT and the corresponding AUC value
decreases to 0.5920. As expected, the SVM algorithm is especially time-consuming
since it includes a linear kernel for higher performance. For large-scale datasets, it will
cost too much time to use complex kernels (e.g., Gaussian).
6.5. Model Robustness
6.5.1. Effects of Varied Minimum # of Tweets per User. The threshold of minimum number
of tweets per user is set to 21 by default. Here, we examine our method’s sensitivity
to this threshold parameter. As shown in Figure 3(a), the median number of tweets
per user is as few as 2. In this experiment, we use the data of users whose # of tweets
is larger than 2 and less than 10 to build Tier-1 classifiers, which further generate
high-level features for those users whose # of tweets is larger than 10. In Figure 11,
we present the effects of varied minimum # of tweets per user (10∼25) on the perfor-
mance of credit prediction. From these curves, we can see that it is appropriate to set
the threshold to 21 in our experiments. It is also clear that as the minimum # of tweets
per user increases, the predictive performance increases to some extent with respect to
Accuracy and AUC. From the slightly growing trend of the curves, we can expect that
the performance of our credit model will further improve as the threshold continues to
increase.
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Fig. 12. Robustness of our credit model against varied # of folds for cross-validation on the balanced dataset.
Fig. 13. Robustness of our credit model against varied imbalance ratios between good and bad credit users.
6.5.2. Effects of Varied Cross-validation Folds. We examine the robustness of our credit
model in terms of number of folds for cross-validation in Figure 12. Experiments are
performed on the balanced dataset mentioned earlier. It is worth noting that varying
the number of cross-validation folds equals changing the training data ratios during
performance evaluations. Figure 12 shows that as the number of cross-validation folds
increases from 4 to 19, the overall performance of our credit model remains almost
unchanged in terms of both Accuracy and AUC. This phenomenon also justifies our
setting of the cross-validation fold number. From another perspective, we can also say
that the preparedWeibo dataset is already large enough for evaluating the performance
of our social-data-based credit model.
6.5.3. Effects of Varied Data Imbalance Ratios. The data imbalance issue is particularly
important for social-data-based personal credit scoring. We present the effects of varied
imbalance ratios over our credit model’s performance in Figure 13. The experiments
are performed with users whose number of tweets is larger than 21. We can see that
when the imbalance ratio increases in Figure 13(a), the predictive performance remains
almost unchanged in terms of AUC. This phenomenon clearly demonstrates that our
model is capable of dealing with the data imbalance issue. The decreasing trend of
curves in Figure 13(b) may be because the number of bad credit users is too small in
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our dataset, and MCC is not a good measurement for extremely imbalanced dataset.
On the contrary, AUC is insensitive to decision thresholds and therefore remains stable
when the imbalance ratio increases.
In summary, the preceding parameter sensitivity studies demonstrate that ourmodel
is rather stable under different settings. The robustness of our credit scoring model is
satisfactory for different real-world cases.
6.6. Case Studies
In the subsection, we perform case studies to show our approach’s interpretability and
feasibility, which are also essential requirements for real-world credit scoring systems
in deployment.
6.6.1. Prediction on Single Users. We first train our credit model with the balanced
dataset asmentioned earlier, andwe predict the class probability of a randomly selected
test dataset composed of 14 bad credit users and 14 good credit users. Then, we rank
the 28 users according to estimated class probabilities. Luckily, the two top-ranked
users of both good and bad credit classes are all correctly labeled. In the following, the
two top-ranked good credit users and two top-ranked bad credit users are chosen for
detailed analyses. We stop trying larger numbers of case study users when we find both
top-ranked good and bad credit users are correctly labeled.
With regard to the two good credit users, we find that (i) the two good credit users
tend to post relatively short tweets, mostly about their everyday lives; (ii) one of them
shows signs indicating that he is a skilled computer programmer; (iii) the other appears
to be a college teacher and enjoys posting very short tweets about personal thoughts
and feelings; and (iv) the topics of these short tweets range from sports, political news,
films to pop stars.
With regard to the two bad credit users, we find that (i) one of them frequently
shares famous quotes on love, friendships and so on, and posts a lot about horoscopes;
and (ii) the other bad credit user seems to be an online retailer who treats Weibo
as an advertising platform, frequently tweeting about online shopping, commercial
campaigns, and featured products from her online store. We also observe that both bad
credit users are youngsters who have just begun their careers.
In a word, these case studies show that good credit users are more likely to tweet
about their everyday lives and share with their friends on social platforms, while
bad credit users tend to take advantage of these platforms to seek entertainment or
commercial opportunities. We can reckon that good credit users tweet more creatively
and are more likely to be professional workers, which is in accord with the intuitive
insights we presented earlier.
6.6.2. Prediction at Different Probability Intervals. In Figure 14, we show the performance of
our approach by comparing its predictive ability at different probability intervals. As
we all know, the estimated probability of being in a certain class for each test user can
be obtained from classification models. We use all 3,000 users’ estimated probability of
being bad credit risks, which can be obtained with cross-validation procedures, to plot
these figures. Specifically, we divide the range of estimated probabilities (0∼1) into 10
equal intervals, and each interval has a length of 0.1.
In Figure 14(a), we can see that the distribution of users in each estimated probability
interval follows an overall Gaussian curve. Although most users’ estimated probabil-
ities lie around 0.5, there still exist a number of users whose estimated probabilities
are close to 0 or 1. In Figure 14(b), we show the prediction accuracy computed for
users in each interval. It can be observed that although prediction accuracy for inter-
vals around 0.5 is considerably low, the accuracy values for intervals far from 0.5 are
very high. These results are coherent with our intuitions of estimated probabilities
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Fig. 14. The distribution of users with respect to estimated probability of being bad credit risks and the
corresponding accuracy values.
output by classification models. On the other hand, they also coincide with the phe-
nomenon that the top-ranked two users in the 14 selected good/bad credit users are all
correctly labeled by our credit model.
Empirically, we find that, in the case of Figure 14, users located in two tail parts
have a prediction accuracy above 0.78. Thus, if only users with estimated probabilities
far from 0.5 are considered, we can have very good predictive performance for credit
scoring. For users who are hard to classify, additional manual inspection can then play
an important role in credit scoring. In this way, our social-data-based credit scoring
approach can filter out easy cases and save costs in understanding customers’ cred-
itworthiness. In short, we can conclude that our credit scoring approach can be very
useful when used properly even though its overall performance is limited.
6.7. Limitations and Discussions
Although this study attempts to distill informative and discriminative evidence from
social data for personal credit scoring, we acknowledge that it is very hard to predict
one’s default risk singly based on social data.
Here, we’d like to discuss some possible limitations of our social-data-based study
to evaluate personal credit risk. First, this study only predicts whether a user’s credit
class is “good” or “bad,” which is just the first step in generating the final credit score.
Although this is a convention in credit scoring literature, post-processing steps are
needed to accurately decide a person’s credit score. Second, any given dataset carries
biases to at least some extent, and our Weibo dataset is no exception. For example,
as shown in Figure 2(a), young adults aged between 20 and 40 are disproportionately
presented in the testbed. It is also worth noting that some evaluations of features in
Section 5 could be false positive and only work when combined due to small significance
values. Third, our investigation is mainly conducted under the micro-blogging setting
of Weibo. Some of the results might not generalize to other types of social platforms
like Facebook, LinkedIn, and the like. In addition, personal characteristics on the
social web can differacross cultures, and credit scoring regulations may vary greatly
across countries [Thomas et al. 2002]. Fourth, although one’s online high-quality social
connections are hard to manipulate, the credibility of online tweets or personal profiles
can be undermined by malicious users [Gao et al. 2010]. Similar to traditional user
survey data, a thorough social data trustworthiness check should also be done before
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credit evaluation. Last, the setting of appropriate credit class definitio (i.e., default
definition) varies in practice. For example, one’s creditworthiness can change from
“good” to “bad” very frequently. It is not easy to conclude that one is “good credit” or
not. In this work, we only follow themost common and popular definition recommended
by our financial partner.
However, as mentioned in Section 1, our work for social-data-based credit scoring can
at least be viewed as a complement to existing credit scoring work. For example, our
work is particularly valuable for “unbanked” or “unscorable” consumers. It is also worth
noting that the casual relationships between the observations and the credit labels are
not very clear in the research community to date. There could be other factors that lead
to loan default not covered by social data. It is therefore reasonable that the overall
performance of social-data-based credit scoring is not very high. Since credit is an
especially complex and subtle attribute of individuals in real life, even existing credit
scoringmethods cannot guarantee very high performance. For example, based on a real-
world loan dataset, the obtained AUC value of credit default prediction in Harris [2013]
is only around 65%, even though a random forest algorithm [Breiman 2001] is employed
as the classifier and the input includes 18 well-known traditional credit-related user
attributes. In real-world practice, even traditional credit scoring methods’ prediction
results are not always directly usable. To obtain practical credit risk evaluations and
high-quality credit scoring, additional human judgments of inferred credit labels are
usually needed.
On the other hand, similar to other web data mining [van Wel and Royakkers 2004]
or big data problems [Boyd and Crawford 2012], ethical issues exist in social-data-
based credit scoring. Important parts of our future work, as described at the end of
this article, are to study how to adapt our proposed method to other social platforms
with appropriate privacy-preserving strategies and how to deal with the effects of
different credit class definitions. With increasingly more available online social data,
the development of data sharing policies, and the improvement of social data quality,
we believe that social data will become as important as financial institutions’ internal
data in the near future. For example, in the previous subsection, our approach shows
fairly good performance for users located in the tail parts of Figure 14.
7. RELATED WORK
Because we aim to profile users’ credit attributes from social data, we examine related
work in both traditional consumer credit scoring and user profiling on social media.
Traditional consumer credit scoring literature mainly focuses on consumer credit scor-
ing, which is usually focused on small loans applied for by individuals, the same subject
as our work. On the other hand, social-data-based credit scoring can be viewed as es-
timating the specific user attribute of creditworthiness of individuals from social data,
which is closely related to the task of user profiling on social media.
7.1. Traditional Consumer Credit Scoring
A wealth of research has been conducted on credit risk management and consumer
credit scoring [Baesens et al. 2003; Rosenberg and Gleit 1994; Hand and Henley 1997;
Thomas et al. 2002; Crook et al. 2007] during the past few decades. Previous studies
apply a variety of statisticalmethods, including discriminant analysis [Eisenbeis 1978],
support vector machine [Schebesch and Stecking 2005], logistic regression [Wiginton
1980], decision tree [Arminger et al. 1997], neural networks [Jensen 1992], k-nearest
neighbors [Henley and Hand 1996], time varying models [Frydman et al. 1985], and
genetic algorithms [Ong et al. 2005] for better personal credit scoring. Recent years have
also witnessed the fast development of more advanced statistical learning methods
applied for credit scoring [Huang et al. 2007; Hsieh and Hung 2010; Yap et al. 2011;
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Kruppa et al. 2013;Harris 2015; Kozeny 2015], whichmainly rely on the state-of-the-art
algorithms developed in datamining andmachine learning. In particular, Harris [2013]
assesses individuals’ credit default risk by exploring the optimal default definition
selection algorithm, which tries to select the best default definition for building models.
In addition to statistical methods for building credit scoring models, there is also a
body of work aiming at the analysis of specific factors in credit risk assessment. Vissing-
Jorgensen [2011] presents the determinant of consumer credit default from retail chain
store datasets and finds that the products a consumer purchases provide substantial
information about potential default risk. Chatterjee et al. [2007] study the general
equilibrium of an economy with unsecured loans and characterize the circumstances
under which defaults happen. Einav and Jonathan [Adams et al. 2007] observe that
default rates rise significantly with loan size based on data from a large auto sales
company serving the subprime market. Agarwal et al. [2008]’s study based on a pro-
prietary panel dataset from a large US bank shows that credit borrowers who are
more experienced, high-income, and middle-aged learn better from negative feedback.
Agarwal et al. [2009] also examine users’ payday loan creditworthiness with credit
scores from FICO. Karlan and Zinman [2009]’s study shows that 7% to 16% of defaults
are due to asymmetric information problems through a new field experiment.
There are two key differences between our work and the traditional consumer credit
scoring studies. First, we focus on social data for extracting evidence about consumers’
credit risk, while the traditional models are based on transactional loan/payment
records, credit reports, or demographic survey data and so on, most of which are
strongly credit-correlated data sources. Second, we propose to capture the weak signals
pertinent to credit risk in social data by an ensemble learning framework, instead of
using simple statistical methods as in existing works.
7.2. User Profiling on Social Media
User profiling from social data has not been studied extensively until the recent boom
of social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook, Weibo and the like. Rao et al. [2010]
first attempted to classify user attributes including gender, age, region, and political
affiliation based on ngram features and sociolinguistic features from users’ tweets. Pen-
nacchiotti and Popescu [2011] conducted a user attribute profiling study for attributes
including political affiliation and affinity to a certain brand with more diverse social
features. Cheng et al. [2010] identified “local” words from training tweets first and then
inferred users’ home locations based on these local words.
Other studies inferring user attributes like gender [Burger et al. 2011; Fink et al.
2012; Bergsma and Durme 2013], age [Rosenthal and McKeown 2011; Nguyen et al.
2013; Goswami et al. 2009; Peersman et al. 2011], and the like also take advantage of
tweet content. Zhong et al. [2015] infer user demographic attributes such as gender,
age, education background, and marital status singly based on user-generated location
check-ins on social media. Chen et al. [2014a] propose to apply frequent sequential
pattern mining techniques to model users’ mobility profiles from their historical visit
sequences. Aside from user-generated content, social connections between online users
are also explored for user attribute inference in Mislove et al. [2010], Backstrom et al.
[2010], Zeng et al. [2013], Dong et al. [2014], and Chen et al. [2014b]. Taking one step
further, Li et al. [2012] propose a unified discriminative and probabilistic framework
that captures both social network and user-centric data for inferring users’ home lo-
cation. They also propose a user co-profiling methodology [Li and Chang 2014] that
simultaneously models user relationship types and attributes for user profiling.
The most critical difference between our work and previous user profiling studies
is that our study is an integration of various weakly credit-correlated features, which
include basic user demographic information such as age, gender, and education, as
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well as a large number of tweet and network features. Second, our work is purposed
for inferring the specific attribute of user creditworthiness and is performed under
guiding principles from traditional credit scoring literature and insights from empirical
observations. In our previous study [Guo et al. 2016], we also directly employed social
data for personal credit scoring, but only topic model techniques were used to extract
latent user behavior dimensions for credit scoring. Because topicmodels usually require
lots of time to infer and predict, themethod in Guo et al. [2016] is only suitable for small
datasets. For example, demographic, tweet, and network data are all utilized in this
work, whereas only tweet data are taken into consideration in Guo et al. [2016]. What’s
more, experiments in the two studies are performed on different datasets, which are
collected at different time periods and of different sizes.
8. CONCLUSION
In the big social data era, astonishing improvements in credit quality and customer
performance have been achieved by combining social media data with real-life financial
data. In this article, the problem of heterogeneous social data-based personal credit
scoring is formally introduced. To systematically study the problem, we use Weibo, one
of the most typical micro-blogging and social-networking platforms, as the testbed for
a data-driven investigation of relationships between user credit labels and social data.
Inspired by research in traditional consumer credit scoring, we propose practical
principles and insights that guide our feature extraction process. Specifically, we ex-
tract three different categories of low-level features fromWeibo. Detailed analyses and
discussions are performed for these low-level prediction features. In addition, high-
level features exploiting the stacking technique are also proposed to further enhance
our framework’s prediction performance. Taking both low- and high-level features into
account as input, we are able to harness the most information available in the social
data for credit scoring. To handle these diverse sets of prediction features, we propose a
unified two-tier credit scoring model armed with both boosting and stacking strategies.
Extensive experiments on real-world social data show that our framework is effective,
efficient, and robust in harnessing the weakly credit-correlated signals embedded in
social data. Our work is especially practical for those with scant credit records who
might otherwise have trouble receiving loans. While our study focuses on data analysis
and the overall performance is not very high, we believe that it opens doors to building
high-quality social-data-based credit scoring systems.
In the future, we plan to explore our social-data-based credit scoring framework
using different types of social datasets, such as datasets from location-based social
networks. We also want to study the effects of different credit class definitions on
personal credit scoring when using social data as input. Another future direction is
to design more effective features and methods for mining heterogeneous social data.
We are also very interested in studying our framework’s performance when both social
data and traditional financial data are available. These future works can help us have a
better understanding of the possibilities and limits of social-data-based credit scoring.
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